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Project Statement Background
It is estimated that one in three people have begun to grow their own
food in recent years. The UKs largest outdoor retailer, B & Q, have reported a
27% increase in their sales of vegetable seeds, while other seeds have
decreased by 3%.
The issue of Food Miles has come to the forefront when talking about
environmental damage.

Figure 1.1 - Breakdon of the contribution of food to UK carbon dioxide emissions

The amount of energy required in order to import certain foods from other
countries to Ireland, and the amount of carbon dioxide released into the
atmosphere as a result can have a negative effect on the environment when
added together. For example, apples flown from Brazil travel approximately
5,500 km to get to Ireland. This causes 4kg of CO2 emissions by plane or 0.2kg
by boat. People who are concerned about their impact on the environment
could become interested in kitchen gardening as a means of reducing their
footprint.
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The issues currently associated with kitchen gardening are space
constraints for those interested, time required to carry out maintenance and
general knowhow of novice cultivation methodology.
There is a gap in the market for a
product that can increase people’s interest in
growing their own food. By creating a product
that allows people to grow their produce in
locations that would not otherwise be suitable,
and by making it easier for people to do so, it

would generate much more interest in this

Figure 1.2 - Typical Outdoor Potager
Garden

movement, allowing people to become more
self-sufficient while still maintaining the essence and pride of the Grow Your
Own movement without taking from the sense of pride and satisfaction
associated with DIY.

Project Statement
Although kitchen garden products exist on the market, none address the
issues surrounding space conservation, married with ease of use, education
and time saving principles. These products are often made from low grade
plastics, using cheap manufacturing processes, but are still expensive to
purchase. A need exists for a cost effective method of growing fruit, vegetables
and herbs in a confined space, that’s easy to use, does not require large
amounts of time, and can help educate the user on how to grow their own
produce.
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Secondary Research
Current Methods of Cultivation:
Allotments:

Allotments are a relatively new development in Ireland; however they are
very popular in Europe and Northern America. They are plots of land divided up
and made available to be used by
people as gardening spaces. The user
can grow flowers or if they prefer, fruit
and

vegetables.

The

individual

gardeners usually form an allotment
association who can then decide how

Figure 2.1 - Allotment in New Ross, Co. Wexford

to proceed with the allotment, and deal with issues such as leasing, and flower
types.
The Luxembourg based organisation “Office International du Coin de
Terre et des Jardins Familiaux,” established in 1926, currently represents three
million allotmenteers. This organisation describes the functions of allotments as
follows:


A better quality of urban life for the community through the reduction of
noise, the binding of dust, and the establishment of open green spaces in
densely populated areas
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The conservation of biotopes (areas of uniform environmental conditions
providing a haven for a specific assemblage of plants and animals) for
the environment, and the creation of linked biotopes



A meaningful leisure activity for families



A place to play for young people



Relaxation for working people



The feeling of being useful for
unemployed people, giving access
to a supply of fresh vegetables at
minimum cost



Better integration for immigrant
Figure 2.2 - Allotment in Ballynanty, Limerick

families


A place to enable disabled persons to participate in social life and
overcome loneliness



And a place for senior citizens to communicate with people who have the
same interests as well as an opportunity of self-fulfilment during the
period of retirement.

Hydroponics:

Hydroponics is another

method

of

growing plants. The fundamental principle of
hydroponics relies on fertilized and aerated
water

which

provides

both

nutrition

and oxygen to a plant's root zone. It often
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involves relatively sophisticated mechanization methods. These methods can
be daunting to casual hobbyists. It uses a soilless medium to hold the plants in
position, and then various techniques are used to allow the roots to absorb
nutrients through a nutrient rich solution:
Hydroponic Growing Media

Oasis cubes

Expanded Clay Pellets

Rockwool

Coconut Fibre

Sand

Gravel

Perlite

Sphagnum Moss

Water

Vermiculite

Fiberglass Insulation

Saw Dust

Soilless Mix(s)

Air

Lava Rock

Hydroponic Growing Methods
Ebb and Flow Method:
The Ebb and Flow Method in hydroponics is a method that is both simple
and reliable, while requiring a low initial investment cost. Pots are filled with one
of the mediums above which do not contribute to the nutrient intake of the
plants but merely acts as an anchor and temporary reserve of water and solvent
mineral nutrients. The hydroponic
solution is then allowed to fill the
system and then ebb away (after
which this method is named). The

8
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Ebb and Flow process avoids the need of for oxygenating or chilling of the
nutrient rich solution as the solution is not in constant contact with the roots of
the plants. Because of this, pathogen growth tends to be suppressed.
The medium that is used to house the plant will determine the frequency
of the ebb and flow cycle (from once a day to up to six times a day), and the
water flows in and out through the same path. When the pump pumps water
into the tray that holds the plants, the pump is then rendered inactive, allowing
the water to flow back out. This eliminated the need for a more complex system
of operation.
Wick Method (Passive Hydroponics):
The wick method of hydroponics does not require a power source to be
operated. Plants are held, once again, in pots that are filled with a growing
medium. These pots are held separate from the reservoir. A piece of absorbent

Figure 2.5 - Wick Hydroponic Method

material such as nylon rope is buried in each pot and allowed to dangle in the
nutrient solution. The absorbent nature of the material allows for the solution to
be drawn up into the growing medium and to the roots. This can also be
achieved through capillary action too. This medium, albeit the easiest to make,
can require some trial and error to get right, as sometimes it can be difficult to
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get the right moisture level. Wicks also tend to draw up less and less solution
over time.
Deep water Culture Method:
The deep water culture method of
hydroponics
methods

to

is

one

utilise.

of

the

Each

easiest
reservoir

contains about 50mm of nutrient solution,
and several plant containers sit in it. An
Figure 2.6 Deep Water Culture System

aquarium air pump constantly bubbles in
the nutrient solution, keeping the plant roots from drowning. However, it may be
beneficial for holes to be made around the bottom of the plant pots to allow the
roots to grow out into the solution, however light must be kept from the solution
due to mould build-up and other issues. Because of its simple design and
function, this method is an excellent choice for homemade hydroponic solutions.
Drip Technique:
The Drip Technique required that the plants are again in their own tray,
separate from the nutrient reservoir. A pump is used to push nutrient solution
through small tubes that drip over the plant pots, feeding each plant individually
from the top. Different emitters
can be placed on the end of each
tube to control the speed and
frequency of dripping. The speed
of the drips depends on the
growing media. For example,
Figure 2.7 Dripper System
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expanded clay pellets would require faster dripping emitters, whereas rockwool
would require slower dripping emitters. The downside of this method is that it is
hard to control the flow rate of the water and the pipes are prone to clogging,
especially when using organic nutrients.
Nutrient Film Technique:
In this type of hydroponic system, plants are placed in a tray which is
suspended above the reservoir. The reservoir is angled slightly to encourage
water to flow through it. A pump delivered a steady supply to nutrient solution to
the raised end and this solution flows through constantly. To ensure that the
solution is even, a capillary mat is placed at the bottom of the reservoir.
Because the plants need to have
roots already in order for this
system to work, and because the
roots need to be large enough to
hang down to make contact with the
Figure 2.8 - Nutrient Film System

nutrient film, this method can be undesirable. A solution to this would be to use
a drip system in tandem with the NFT at the beginning stages to encourage
early growth. The growing medium for this method is not as important as other
methods because the roots will be growing in the water.
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Conventional Gardening

Conventional Gardening is the practice of growing and cultivating plants.
Variants such as forest gardening may
be as old as the human race itself
(McConnell, 1992). Gardening involves
an active participation in the growing of
plants and tends to be a labour
intensive process, which differentiates

Figure 2.9 - A successful vegetable plot

it from farming.
When growing produce, a vegetable plot is typically created which serves as the
main area in which produce would grow. A garden which solely grows edible
plants is usually known as a potager garden, a French term for an ornamental
vegetable or kitchen garden.
Pests are a major problem when gardening. They can crowd out desirable
plants, eat young seedlings, disturb soil, steal fruit or otherwise kill plants or
hamper their growth, appearance or edible portions. Pests are usually kept
under control with pesticides, however many opt for a more natural, organic
means of dealing with them. Success of these methods varies on the type of
pest and the strength of the pesticide.
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Container Gardening
Container Gardening is a method of growing plants in containers instead of the
ground. Containers such as window boxes,
flower pots and regular pots are usually
used, however many people use buckets,
truncated

bottles

or

refuse

bins

as

alternatives. The advantages of having a
Figure 3.0 - Outdoor Container Garden

container garden are that there is less risk
of contracting a soil based disease, weeds are virtually eliminated, and the
plants can be moved into sunnier areas if needed.[3]
Container gardens are ideal for people wishing to save space and can be found
on balconies, rooftops and urban locations.

Vertical Gardening
Vertical Gardening, also known as wall gardening is a process in which plants
are grown vertically to save space. Many vertical gardens are located in cities
where space is at a premium.
They are usually mounted against a wall, or are the
actual wall.
Many people have the misconception that climbing
plants are grown in a vertical garden; however this is
not the case. Regular plants can be grown this way
too. They allow plants to grow upwards and can be
Figure 3.1 - Vertical Garden
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used very effectively as an ornamental garden. Many edible plants can be
grown vertically such as pumpkins, squash and zucchinis.
Vertical gardens have many advantages in terms of space saving and aesthetic,
however they are not recommended in areas with seismic activity.

Aeroponics
Aeroponics is a means of growing plants without soil. It differs from hydroponics
in that plants are grown in an air or mist
environment. In hydroponic systems, a growing
medium is required, but not in aeroponics. It is a
safe and ecologically friendly process that allows
plant roots to be aerated, increasing oxygen

Figure 3.2 - Aeroponics System showing
roots

exposure to the roots. This is necessary for
healthy plant growth.
Aeroponics is a disease free cultivation method which has also been
used in space experiments by NASA due to the methods it employs to grow
plants.
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Types of Soil
Soil types differ throughout the entire world. The three basic types are
sand, silt and clay, however most soils are made up of a combination of the
three. Ireland in particular has peaty soils and other very poor soils associated
with them in midland, west and north counties, but most Irish soils are loams
(about 40-40-20% concentration of sand, silt and clay respectively).

Figure 3.3 - Different Soil Types

Sandy or shady loam soils are generally good, fertile soils which are very
easy to work with but they require plenty of manure and fertiliser. Mediumheavy soils are perhaps the best soil type as they are easier to keep fertile.
However this type is not as easy to work with. Clay loam soils are heavy in
15
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varying degrees as they are derived from glacial boulder clay deposits and can
be stony. They are reasonably fertile soils, but are often difficult to work with
and require high levels of potash fertilisers.
Sligo, Leitrim, Cavan, Monaghan, Clare, Fermanagh, Tyrone and parts of
other counties’ impeded drainage adds to the heavy nature of the soil, making
cultivation

difficult

and

limiting

growth.

[Source:

http://www.garden.ie/gardeningskills.aspx?id=540 (accessed 28-09-11)]

Already Existing Products

The most apparent solution, which is also the main issue, is the idea of
using traditional gardening methods. But, with people lacking space, or the
aesthetic issues associated with having what some may deem an unsightly
garden patch. This issue has been somewhat addressed with the use of
allotments; however these are still inaccessible to many people.
Hydroponic systems are mostly sold as large products at the moment,
with many people making their own
scaled down versions. However this
has led to some issues such as
choosing

the

connecting

wrong

lights

to

lighting,

or

the incorrect
Figure 4.1 – Aerogarden Hydroponic System

ballasts.

The

equipment

available

today is also aimed at professionals, with very few options for people who have
just gained an interest in using this technology. For example, the Aero Garden
product range has some very impressive hydroponic products, but there are
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some failings, such as the price, only their products work with it, and the
containers used to grow the plants are not reusable.
Ireland’s leading hydroponics store – Branching Out – once again feature
some impressive products for sale (Fig 4.2),
however they are very expensive for what is
being sold, and more than one product must
be bought before one can start growing. The
aesthetic that runs throughout the range is

Figure 4.2 – Branching Out Hydroponic
Products

also very functional and unappealing.
Mini Greenhouses (fig 4.3) are another potential solution currently on the
market. They can be used inside a larger
greenhouse, or indoors provided that it has
sufficient lighting. However, it is stated on their

packaging that they are to be used with plants

Figure 4.3 – Mini Greenhouse

in the early stages of their life.
Other solutions include items such as window ledge grow pots, plant
propagation kits, portable greenhouses, and plug pots, and poly tunnels, which
allow people to grow plants that require a higher level temperature or humidity
than that which the environment can provide. But, once again, these all rely on
traditional methods of soil usage, which leads to issues of diseases, pollution,
over watering, and untidy surroundings.
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Evaluation of Existing Products
Aero Garden
The Aero Garden Hydroponic system (fig 4.1) is a very nice piece of
equipment for growing produce. However, after looking at reviews, it is clear
that it has some issues:
As it is a hydroponic system, it is subject to clogs, leaks, algae build up
and infestation from nematodes and shoreflies. It also removes the user from
the process of growing, so in that respect, it is a passive gadget. People have
also commented on the lack of effort that went into designing it.
Another problem associated with the Aero Garden is its use of
polystyrene in the base. People have commented that this could break easily.
With the Aero Garden system, the consumer is forced to buy all of the other
peripherals from the same company. The system only uses lights and pots
created specifically for it, rather than standard parts.
The Aero Garden systems do not use standard components. All lights
must be bought from them, or failing that, an adapter is available for purchase.
The pots used are also not reusable, prompting the consumer to buy a new set
each time they wish to grow new plants.
Mini Greenhouse
The Mini Greenhouse (fig 4.3) is a means of giving plants a better start in
life, by keeping them in their own enclosed environment. This product caters to
not only that, but it can be used indoors too. It is also relatively small, which
would allow it to fit in a confined space. The Mini Greenhouse specifically states
that it is only to be used for plants in the beginning stages of their life. It is also
18
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suggested that it be used in a larger greenhouse and not inside a house, due to
inadequate lighting. It is also subject to the downfalls of traditional soil based
methods such as disease; however the plastic lid would reduce pests
substantially.
Window ledge grow pots
Window ledge grow pots are a very suitable way of growing plants in a
confined,

usually

unused

space.

However, they are not very suitable for
growing produce. Herbs and flowing
plants can be grown without many issues
however. There can also be an issue
with vandalism in some areas, and there

Figure 4.4 - Window Sill Flower Pots

is always the risk that it might simply fall off due to the incline of some window
sills.
Plant propagation kits
Plant propagation kits are more
focused for the mass growing of the same
plant, by replanting off shoots and cuttings.
Because of this, this product is only meant
to be used in the beginning stages of life for
Figure 4.5 Plant Propagation Pots

flowering plants.
Portable greenhouses
Portable greenhouses (fig 3.0) are best used in combination with a
Container Garden. Because of this, space may pose an issue for some. These

19
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products also require assembly which can be troublesome for many, and if it is
not assembled correctly; it can collapse.
Plug Trays
Plug Trays are a strong and re-useable method of growing seedlings in
their own cell of compost reducing the chance of damage to roots when it
comes the time for them to be re-potted.
Once again, this product is for use in the
early stages of plant development, and
further action would need to be taken down
the line to ensure that the plants remained
healthy. Plug Trays are not a suitable
Figure 4.6 – Plug Trays

means of growing produce for this reason.
Below is a table containing each product and its perceived value for each of the
criteria below (5 – Highest; 1-Lowest):
Product

Aesthetics

Portability

3
3
2

Electricity
Use
5
1
1

Error
Proofing
4
2
2

Lightweight

3
1
5

Success
Rate
4
3
3

Aero Garden
Mini Greenhouse
Window
ledge
Grow Pots
Plant
Propagation Kits
Portable
Greenhouses
Plug Trays

2

1

3

4

2

3

3

1

3

3

3

3

1

1

4

4

3

5
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Literary Review

In order to find out what products exist that relate to this domain, the
following literary areas were examined:
Leaflets on Water Waste – Water waste issues are related to this project as one
of the customer requirements is to address the issues of over watering and
under watering. Taking this into account, looking at the effects of water waste
could provide an incentive for purchasing a particular product.
Leaflets about Composting – Incorporating some element of composting into
this project could increase its marketability.
Leaflets about saving money on food – The product that will be created would
allow people to save money on food by enabling them to subsidize their
groceries with food they’ve grown themselves.
Leaflets about Food Miles – The distance that food sometimes must travel to
get to our plates can be a very good reason for growing one’s own.
Legislation about Food waste – The rules for what is allowed to be put into the
brown bin has changed. Because of this, many may feel that their refuse could
be composted rather than thrown into the black bin.
Internet searches have also been conducted containing the keywords
“gardening”

“confined

space

usage”

“hydroponics”

“time

saving

while

gardening”. Because of this, products such as the Aero Garden Hydroponic
system and the information on products such as those from Branching Out,
portable greenhouses, plug trays, and plant propagation kits have been found.
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While investigating patents about Hydroponic Systems, one was found which
related to improvements in hydroponic gardening devices, and more particularly
to a small portable device of this character which can be used in a home. It is
made from a foamed unicellular plastic material accommodating a detachable
connection of fittings with a leak proof arrangement to accommodate the
controlled application of liquid and of air under pressure to the device during its
use. Essentially it is an early version of an automated hydroponics device.
Another patent that was found is a claim about a particular system of design for
a hydroponic system, and includes mostly images referencing how it appears
and operated. The claim is that of the ornamental design only, as shown and
described.

Another patent, once again related to a particular
design, is related to a vertical gardening wall.
This particular patent showcased a design which
would allow for plants to be grown vertically
against a wall (Fig a.)
Fig a. – Vertical Wall Garden
Patent Image

A patent that was found is that of a rotary garden known as the Omega
Garden. This product is designed for use for large scale cultivation, and is not a
small consumer product. However its design and method of use, although
requiring a lot of energy, is very space efficient, and is scalable.

22
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With reference to tools and equipment, a patent was found concerning a
multi-purpose tool which includes an elongated pole and a head that are
pivotally joined by a coupling mechanism. By positioning the gardening head in
different fixed positions, a plurality of distinct gardening instruments can be
created. This, although different, may relate in some form to my project.
This book “The best of Mrs. Beeton’s Kitchen Garden” contains a lot of
amount of information to help people live economically, tastefully and well. It is
related to this project as these principles are the driving force behind it. The
information included in the book is very helpful as it gives a detailed account of
exactly what grows at what time on a monthly schedule. Along with this, there is
in depth information about greenhouses, their designs and layouts, and the
advantages and disadvantages, as well as information on restoring older
gardens. It is interesting to note is that the information contained about watering
and ventilation is still very relevant, and there are many solutions to dealing with
each type of pest that may infest a crop. For example, an effective deterrent for
snail infestation is to mix a paste of vegetable oil and ashes.
The book “Hydroponics: Indoor Horticulture” is a very valuable resource
containing information about hydroponics, its principles, growing methods,
techniques, factual information and the background processes and scientific
information such as lighting quality and nutrient information. There is some
detailed information about the anatomy of plants which may not be relevant to
my project, however the information on hydroponics is a very valuable resource.
The book gives detailed information on lighting types, efficiency, yield rates and
detailed explanations of terms such as lumens and foot candles. There is also
information about pests, plant care and equipment. This book was also a very
23
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good asset when verifying information from other sources, such as the different
hydroponic methods available.
In relation to journal entries about gardening and growing produce in
particular, journal entries which related to this area were studied. From these,
information was gathered that is very relevant to this project, with special
attention to lighting systems for hydroponics. The information obtained hinted
that perhaps at the moment, the current lighting systems that exist will either be
expensive to purchase and cheap to run, such a LEDs, or cheap to buy but may
cost more to run. This will also factor heavily when deciding how to proceed
with this project.
Human Factors

Human factors that affect gardening are skill and range of movement.
Research has shown that as one ages, one’s range of movement begins to
reduce. In addition, the study of human factors can help in designing products
and environments that are more efficient, comfortable, and safe (Gosbee,
2002). This product will be designed to take human factors into account, such
as mobility of older persons.
Standards

The standards that apply to this project are the following:
The product must comply with ISO 15079 for powered lawn, garden, and
horticultural equipment. These standards relate to this project as any rotary
motion devices or equipment relating to flail mowers. Also contained are testing
methods and acceptance criteria for powered equipment. Even if the final
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product does not contain any powered equipment, it would still be helpful when
maintaining the quality of the product.
Currently no other standards apply to this type of product

Primary Research

Primary Research was conducted in order to gain insight into both the
current market and people’s perceptions and expertise in the areas of Grow
Your Own. A wide variety of methods were chosen in order to encompass the
widest market segment possible, while also taking into account personal bias as
well as exaggerations and half-truths.
Methods Used:
 Interviews


Surveys, Questionnaires and E-mail



Site Visits



Diaries



Personas



Observations



Products in Use

Interviews

The first method of research used involved interviewing members of the
public and experts in cultivation in order to gain insight into GYO. A total of nine
people have been interviewed thus far in the process. Other people were
contacted, however due to time constraints they were unable to be interviewed.
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However, these people will be contacted again in during the design phase and
the interviews will be conducted. The following people have been interviewed so
far:


Paddy Byrne - Retired



James Byrne - Schoolchild



Louise Kiernan - Lecturer



Laura Cantero - Student



Leonard Jacques – Garden Centre Owner



Helen Keown – Farmers’ Market Vendor



Muireann McMahon - Lecturer



Mary Walsh - Allotmenteer



Sinead McDonnell – Environmental Awareness Officer



Ginny Maskell – Chef



Michelle Barrett - Student

Name: Paddy Byrne - Retired
Date of Interview: 12/09/11
Key Findings:


Did not have time to grow produce when working



Has a problem with pests



Grows produce so he knows where it
comes from and to save money, pass the
time and to bring the family together
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Prefers gardening in his own home rather than allotments



His family helps out with the gardening
and harvesting process

Figure 4.7 - Paddy Byrne

Please see appendix 1.1 for more information about this interview
Name: James Byrne
Date of Interview: 12/09/11
Key Findings:


He is not allowed grow his own produce
because his parents do not allow it



His parents think that he would ruin the
Figure 4.8 - James Byrne

garden


He would like something that would allow him to grow things indoors, in
his room



Currently helps grow produce in his grandfather’s garden

Please see appendix 1.1 for more information about this interview
Name: Leonard Jacques
Date of Interview: 17/09/11
Key Findings:


Grows plants purely to sell them



His wife grows produce to eat



Vegetable seed prices are usually much

Figure 4.9 - Leonard Jacques

cheaper than other seeds


People come to him with issues such as disease and pests
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If there was a bigger market for vegetable seed sales, he would be more
inclined to buy in more to sell on

Please see appendix 1.2 for more information about this interview
Name: Louise Kiernan
Date of Interview: 25/09/11
Key Findings:


Lives on a large amount of land



Grows fruit trees



Tried to grow vegetables but failed due to pests, time constraints,
location of the garden and soil type



Would like to grow vegetables and become educated on the process to
do it more successfully



Reasons for growing their own produce include self-sufficiency,
knowledge of the origins of their food, and organic growing methods

Please see appendix 1.3 for more information about this interview.
Name: Mary Walsh
Date of Interview: 18/09/11
Key Findings:


Uses an allotment as she is close to it and
she does not have the space in her garden



She grows fruit, vegetables and herbs
Figure 5.0 - Mary Walsh
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She loves the community aspect of using an allotment and the availability
of experts and tools that are provided, as well as the freedom of growing
anything she likes



A major downside is that if one crop is afflicted with a disease,
everyone’s crops get it

Please see Appendix 1.4 for more information about this interview.
Name: Muireann McMahon
Date of Interview: 26/09/11
Key Findings:


Has a small, enclosed yard



Her main concerns are space issues, a lack of knowledge, and fear of
not knowing what to do and when to do it (feeding, weeding etc.). She
does not have time to read gardening books. Tried growing a container
garden but failed due to lack of time and knowhow



Spends a lot of time away from home so would like something that could
be self-sustaining



Lives far from allotments but would like to get involved with them if they
were closer. If they were far away, GYO would become more of a chore
or job and not a hobby

Please see Appendix 1.5 for more information about this interview
Name: Helen Hassenfuss
Date of Interview: 22/09/11
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Key Findings:


Has tried growing her own food in the past but lost interest due to
difficulties



She was very passionate about growing produce in the beginning



Her family also grew plants, and her father has just built a poly tunnel



Pests were a major issue when growing produce

Please see Appendix 1.6 for more information about this interview
Name: Helen Keown
Date of Interview: 24/11/11
Key Findings:


Has engaged in GYO since a child



Enjoys GYO for the exercise, rewards(both tangible and intangible), the
variety of produce and significant savings



Uses and allotment for the sense of community associated with it and to
make new friends after moving to a new area



Uses traditional methods only, and prefers them over other cultivation
methods



Uses other plants to deter pests and insects

Please see Appendix 1.9 for more information about this interview
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Name: Laura Cantero
Date of Interview: 30/09/11
Key Findings:


Has a rented garden but has done a lot of work to turn it into a flourishing
garden



She is very interested in gardening



She has two daughters whom she gardens with. The garden for her has
become a family area where they can bond and have fun



They have tried to plant many things but due to the Irish climate, some of
the more exotic varieties failed



She would like to expand her garden and perhaps include chickens in it



Her motivation for growing is self-sufficiency, and organic cultivation
methods stand out to her. She would like to know what she is eating,
where it comes from, and growing her own produce would reduce the
impact that she would have on the environment.

Please see Appendix 1.7 for more information about this interview
Name: Sinead McDonnell
Date of Interview: 24/09/11
Key Findings:


Has spearheaded many allotment projects to get people involved in the
GYO
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She does not engage in GYO herself but this is offset by her involvement
in these projects



Has been involved in projects in O’Brien Park, Ballynanty, Southill,
Moyross et al.



She is very knowledgeable and gave great advice and insight into GYO

Please see Appendix 1.8 for more information about this interview
Name: Ginny Maskell
Date of Interview: 12/09/11
Key Findings:


Used to grow fruit and vegetables in a community allotment with her
family.



The family then moved away to another city. There are now no
allotments nearby so they do not grow vegetables anymore.



Ginny is still very interested in doing so, because she loved to make
things using what she grew.



She would like to be able to grow her own produce in her own home,
indoors or outdoors, however she has a major back problem which
prevents her from working soil on the ground

Name: Michelle Barrett
Date of Interview: 11/09/11
Key Findings:


Her mother does a lot of baking and crafts and loves making something
from nothing.
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She is becoming very interested in growing her own fruit and vegetables,
but lacks the space and time to do so.

Surveys, Questionnaires & E-mail
Throughout the research process, three separate questionnaires were
created to find out the needs of the customer. Two were used to find and define
customer requirements, and a third one was used to prioritise them.
The first one was a very quick and rough method of gaining insight into the
market, and the interest that people may have. It was sent to 30 people and
contained the following questions:


Age



Gender



Living Situation



Occupation



Have you ever grown your own produce?



Do you currently grow your own produce?
o If yes:


Where was it grown?



Issues encountered



Level of Satisfaction



Would you recommend it?

o If not, why not?
The second survey was much more structured and was taken by 55
people who showed an interest in this product concept. A different format was
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also used in order to see at the beginning which requirements would take
priority. Both the second and third questionnaire contained the following in order
to brief the potential customer about the project:
“My FYP involves enabling more people to grow their own kitchen garden
(which contains fruit, vegetables, and herbs), even though they may have space
issues, not a lot of free time, or lack the expertise. You have been chosen to fill
out this questionnaire because you have expressed an interest in doing just
that. Please fill in as many answers as possible. Highlight one answer per
question. This questionnaire should take you no longer than 10 minutes to
complete.” Please see appendix 3.0 for this questionnaire.
Then, after defining customer requirements from a combination of
questionnaire and interviews; using the Kano system, a third questionnaire was
distributed to potential customers in order to attempt to prioritise the customer
requirements. Please see Appendix 3.1 for this questionnaire.

E-mail
Throughout the research process, e-mails were sent to various interested
parties in order to gauge their reaction to the project as well as any issues they
could shed light on. One such correspondence was with a man named Tim
Phelan, an allotmenteer from Co. Waterford. Please see Appendix 4.0 for a
transcript of this e-mail. In order to gain more insight and overview of his
expertise, he was then asked to keep a diary outlining his actions. This has not
yet been returned.
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Site Visits
Site visits to garden centres, DIY stores, allotments, and other stores
Date: 10/09/11
Place Visited: DIY Stores, Garden Stores
Summary:
Preliminary research undertaken at Woodies DIY and Morris’s DIY, and a
search was conduction in order to find an allotment in Waterford but it was not
found. Further dates were devoted to each site so close attention could be paid
to each individual location.
Date: 10/09/11
Place Visited: Morris’s DIY, Waterford City
Summary:


This store was new to the realm of gardening, and their stock was
a little limited



This visit also highlighted some of the pitfalls of outdoor gardening
without sufficient expertise, such as plants not rooted deep
enough, causing them to
blow over, as well as
unsecured top heavy
plants in pots



This store also didn’t sell

Figure 5.210 - Large tools in Morris's DIY
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anything that would allow for gardening in a confined space,
indoors or outdoors


The bags of compost on sale were very cumbersome.

Date: 10/09/11
Place Visited: Ballybeg Allotment, Ballybeg, Waterford City
Summary:


This allotment is relatively
new, and half of it is still
under construction. Insight
was gained as to why

allotments are designed

Figure 5.3 - Ballybeg Allotment - Under
Construction

the way they are; its layout
and crops.


This particular allotment is a community based one, meaning that
the community of Ballybeg are the sole users of the grounds.



One main issue found with this allotment is that a main road runs
past it on three sides. Due to the emissions given off by the
vehicles that pass, this allotment may not grow the best produce
possible.



There is also a stable nearby, and a play area for children. This
may also cause problems due to vandalism and curious animals.
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This allotment seems pretty fortified, which may deter unwanted
visitors.

Date: 11/09/11
Place Visited: Woodie’s DIY & Garden Centre, Cork Rd. Waterford City
Summary:


It was clear that Woodie’s was in the gardening business longer
that Morris’s however there were still some issues



Their range of indoor products was very limited, almost nonexistent.



They did have some
products to assist with
growing things in some
unusual spaces, such as
across a beam.



Figure 5.4 - Large Compost Bags in Woodie's DIY

Woodie’s relied heavily on traditional gardening methods, and
some of the flaws associated with this were apparent. Examples
include cracked pots, and once again, oversized compost bags.



Confirmed the opinion that there is a gap in the market for a
product

Date: 11/09/11
Place Visited: McGuire’s Garden Centre, Co. Waterford
Summary:
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There were a lot of products available that catered to many
consumers’ needs.



This was the first place
visited where indoor
gardening products were
obviously displayed.



Figure 5.5 – Organic Vegetable and herb seeds in
McGuire’s Garden Centre

There was only one

product that resembled anything like it was presenting a method of
growing fruit, vegetables, or herbs indoors. This product, a mini
greenhouse seemed very useful at first, however it then became
apparent that it was meant for plants that would soon need repotting in another area. Although it can be used inside, it
still relied on traditional methods scaled down, and the plants
within would still require a lot of constant care.


This visit helped with narrowing down the scope of this project
further, and a character profile of the consumer being designed for
began to take shape.

Date: 12/09/11
Place Visited: Easter Island Garden Centre, Co. Waterford
Summary:


A meeting with an expert horticulturist was organised while here



Products such as water
saving gels which could be
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useful at a later stage were found here.


This garden centre catered only to traditional methods, and there
were no products to help promote indoor gardening customers.

Date: 18/09/11

Place Visited: New Ross Allotment, New
Figure 5.6 - Water Saving Gels in McGuire's
Garden Centre

Ross, Co. Wexford

Summary:


This particular allotment
had a very strong sense of
Figure 5.6 - Mary Walsh, allotmenteer, sprays her
potatoes in an attempt to ward off potato blight

community about it.


Even though it had only been open for 8 weeks, there were crops
planted and they were well under way. There were 38 plots there
during the site visit, but three more were already under
construction.



One of its most prominent differences to the other allotments
visited was that this allotment makes use of different farming
techniques, such as the use of raised beds to help alleviate some
of the stresses associated with planting, like continuous bending
and maintaining an awkward position.



These raised beds were originally created to help those who
require wheelchair access, but as there are no people using the
allotment who currently require the use of a wheelchair, these
patches have gone to older persons, which is very helpful to them.
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Date: 02/11/11
Place Visited: Deep Route Gardening
Summary:


Hydroponic Gardening Store, which sold many products such as planting
pots, growing media, lighting, ballasts, and seeds



Information gained on all aspects of hydroponics



Obtained a book containing everything related to hydroponics:

Winterborne J., (2005), Hydroponics – Indoor Horticulture, Pukka Press Ltd.
Date: 19/09/11
Place Visited: Dunmore East Farmers’ Market
Summary:


There was not a lot of products or produce on sale that directly related to
this project area



There was on stall which sold homemade herb, spice and oil product.
They were being sold by The Organic Herb Co. who are based in
Wicklow and use organic methods in their products. They use this as a
main selling point. [Main website: http://www.organicherbco.com/]

Diaries
Two diaries were given to three different people to document their actions and
insight with regards to growing their own produce:
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Diary 1:
Name: Gillian O’Connor
Status: Returned
Summary:


Geographical location



Soil type



Soil pH level



Growing area size – mapped out area



Cultivation Methods used



Biggest problems encountered



Background on personal gardening experiences and insight into the
movement

Diary 2:
Name: Tim Phelan
Status: Not returned yet
Summary:
Allotmenteer information

Personas
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Below are two different personas that I have created to help with decision
making and to create a clearer image of some of the potential clients this
product would possibly be marketed to:
Persona 1:
Name: Sophia Moran
Age: 29
Occupation: Clerical Officer
Residence: Apartment
Figure 5.7 – Fictional Sophia Moran Persona Image

Sophia has a small apartment with a balcony. It is being used for rubbish bin storage,
sitting out and drying clothes. She had tried growing a container garden on it, and peppers and
herbs such as lavender, but it never worked as the balcony was not the ideal temperature. She
really wants to be able to grow her own herbs at least. Her mother is a very good gardener who
grows herbs and flowers very well. However she doesn’t grow vegetables because she does
not have the space or knowhow. Sophia, along with her mother grew tomato plants indoors in
pots when she was younger. They needed a fairly warm environment, so she kept them inside,
located in the sitting room near the window because they needed a lot of light. They grew very
slowly, and they didn’t bear fruit for a very long time. They ended up taking over the whole
window, which was about 2 meters high. They grew up over the window and it completely
covered it. They didn’t have pest problems with it at first, but the plant gave off a very potent
smell. When the pest problem started, it was mainly lice problems, so they had to introduce
different insects to take care of them, and this lead to more issues along the way. In terms of
motivation for growing; self-sufficiency and organic cultivation methods stand out to her. She
would like to know what she is eating, where it comes from, and growing her own produce
would reduce the impact that she would have on the environment. She would prefer to grow
produce in the comfort of her own home or on her balcony, as time constraints would prevent
her from visiting an allotment regularly.
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Persona 2:
Name: Glen Davis
Age: 66
Occupation: Retired
Residence: Home on one acre of land
Figure 5.8 - Fictional Glen Davis Persona
Image

Glen lives in the countryside on a one acre plot of land with his wife Audrey. He would
love to grow his own vegetables. He thinks self-sufficiency is excellent. He knows that it would
need daily attention, but he has the time as he is retired. The only thing holding him back is his
range of movement. He tried once to grow his own produce. He set aside a corner of his garden
and got to work. After just under a week of hard labour, his patch had been created, and he
sowed his first seeds. However, Glen felt that the pain he was experiencing from gardening in
such an awkward position was unnatural, so he had to stop. His vegetable garden ultimately
failed due to this. Glen also explained how he considered using a raised bed in an allotment, but
felt that allotments would be too open, and also that their distance away could also cause
issues. His wife’s brother has a greenhouse. He has grown some fantastic plants, and has
roped him and his wife into watering them when they go on holiday. Glen’s wife Audrey tried to
grow a potager garden herself, but found that it was too much work to take care of the land and
get rid of pests. They look at their neighbour with envy because they now have two vegetable
patches – the newest one has raised beds that they built themselves. They feel that if one is
handy and good at making things, one would be more successful. Their neighbours had the
tools, knowhow and access to the correct materials. Glen would love to be able to grow his own
vegetables close to his home using a method that would not require a lot of land maintenance
and would not require him to work with the ground.
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Product Testing

In order to gain insight into GYO, a Mini Greenhouse was purchased with
the intention to use it to germinate and grow plants. By getting involved and

Figure 4.3a - Vented Mini Greenhouse

attempting this, motivation, effort and success rates could be recorded, as well
as observations as to how a novice gardener would approach this type of
situation.
Seeds/Bulbs Planted:


Tomato



Chilli



Tulip

It was found during the cultivation process that there were many unresolved
issues and lingering questions as to whether or not the correct approach was
being taken when growing plants.
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Issues that rose:


Watering
o Amount
o Frequency



Soil
o The suitability of the soil was unknown



Pests
o There were no pest infestations as the lid kept them away,
however there was no way of determining if there were pests in
the soil without digging it up



It was not known if the seeds had the necessary depth or space to grow
successfully

Primary Research Conclusion

It is clear from the primary research that there is a need for a product that
will allow people to grow their own produce in a confined space, allowing people
to save time and learn about GYO as they progress. I feel that after undertaking
this research that my Final Year Design Project will be able to address a real
need that exists which would overall increase its viability if it is to be sold. Even
though research will always be on going throughout the conception and
developmental stages, this report and its contents provide a very sturdy base on
which to build upon. The information gathered will serve as a very good list of
criteria in which to judge each concept against in order to find the correct
concept with which to proceed.
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Research Findings & Discussion

It was found during the Research stage that there is a gap in the market for a
product that would address the following issues:


The main reasons people grow their own produce are the following:
o It is a healthier way of life
o It encourages those involved to purchase healthier food when
shopping
o It gives people a sense of pride and fulfilment
o It give people a very useful means of passing time
o It brings people together through mutual understanding
o It saves money
o It can be used as a means to educate younger people and older
people alike



There are many products on the market for grow your own enthusiasts,
but many people adopt a DIY attitude to it. They create spaces
themselves to garden in, as this adds to the sense of pride. However,
there are pitfalls associated with this type of gardening



Lack of knowledge and experience can cause mistakes to be made
which could result in a crop failing and an overall negative experience



Time constraints can mean people lose interest in their GYO project or
their crops could wither due to lack of attention



Pests and diseases that can occur due to geographical location, soil
quality or unluckiness can be detrimental to the success of a crop
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By creating a product that can help people to overcome these pitfalls or
mistakes, while still maintaining the essence of Grow Your own, such as
the pride associated with it, as well as getting one's hands dirty and
reaping the benefits of fresh produce, then the market should welcome it



There are many different methods of gardening that have been utilised
throughout the world, such as traditional gardening, guerrilla gardening,
vertical gardening, use of allotments, container gardening, hydroponics
and aeroponics.



There are many different soil types which can be a very important factor
in determining the success of failure of produce as this is where the
plants get their nutrients



The products that currently exist on the market appear to be low end
pieces of plastic which function only as a container, or high tech, power
consuming scientific processes that remove the user from the process
entirely, which can be considered cheating by some enthusiasts



People interested in growing their own produce feel that overall, they
would prefer to use soil based methods rather than hydroponics



A very interesting result from the first survey showed that 38.9% of
people surveyed were interested in growing their own produce but did
not do so. When asked why, they answered with a combination of lacking
space, lacking the time, or lacking expertise in this field.



Lack of interest in GYO sometime stems from the repeated failed
attempts of people who tried it in the past. Because of these failures,
they have grown apathetic.
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Some people found that the expense associated with some GYO
products completely offset the savings of growing produce. This results
in a lack of interest. Depending on the types of methods used for
cultivation, getting involved in GYO could cost anything from €5 to
€4,500 and above. This can be very damaging to motivation, as some
expense may be unavoidable, depending on cultivation methods,
location, season, soil quality, and timing devices.



It was found that people are more inclined to grow their own produce
when it feels more like a hobby or recreation, and less like a chore or job.



Maintaining interest is a major incentive for people who wish to grow their
own produce long term. It has been reported during research that many
people have very good intentions to keep growing their own produce,
however they can become uninterested if avoidable issues occur that
they do not know how to remedy.



Educating others on how to grow their own through practice or literature
is a create way to ensure success. However many people do not have
time to read the multitude of literature out there that each offer different
approaches to growing produce, so a learn by doing method might be the
best way as it allows people to develop their own set of skills which they
themselves create and feel fully comfortable with.
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More specific research findings which deal with good and bad aspects of
features which could be implemented at the design stage are below:

 Space Issues
One of the main issues people spoke of negatively when wanting to grow
their own product was that of space. Finding space to being cultivating one’s
own food can be quite difficult, especially in environments in which space is at a
premium. By addressing this issue, it will enable more people to grow their own,
which would increase the saleability of this product. Environments such as
apartments, rented housing and small homes would not need to possess the
correct amount of space or soil type in order to grow edible plants.

 Lightweight
Due to the perceived market that this project is aimed towards, weight is
an issue as consideration should be taken for people who may not possess an
abundance of strength or those who may have back issues or require
assistance to allow them to grow their own produce easier. The repeated
bending and kneeling that is associated with traditional gardening will have to
be addressed.

 Transportable
One issue associated with GYO is that if one moves house, they cannot
take their garden with them. Although it sounds quite silly as a statement,
research has shown how some people found that when they moved away, they
found it more difficult to start growing their own produce again. If this issue can
be addressed, it would further increase its marketability.
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 Seasonal Growing trends
Research has shown that there is a difference in opinion when it comes
to growing trends. While some people feel that they would like to grow what
they want whenever they want, more experiences produce growers felt that it
would be better if they could grow produce that was in season. This would not
only make more sense in an ecological sense; it would also educate the novice
gardener on seasonal growing which could be applied to other situations, and
not just this specific project.

 Issues associated with GYO Indoors
It was found during the research stage that those who grew produce
indoors had an equal amount of issues as those growing outdoors. Issues such
as pests seems to be universal, however, people to garden indoors noticed a
lack of disease, but encountered major lighting issues. However, by growing
product indoors, the plants would not be in an environment in which extreme
cold or rain is a problem, as well as heat waves and extremely windy conditions.
These weather conditions were issues which those who were interested in this
product felt factored into past growing failures.

 Garden Maintenance Issues
Maintenance issues were a major issue with those who did not have
enough time to weed the plot or get rid of pests. One person noted that “grass is
the worst weed” (Diary 1: Gillian O’Connor). If these maintenance issues could
be somewhat alleviated or designed out, it would allow those who do not have
an abundance of time to grow their own produce with less time, while still
maintaining the essence of GYO.
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 Hydroponics use or Soil Use
There were many aspects that were taken into consideration when
deciding whether or not soil or hydroponics should be the growing method. It
was found during the design stage that hydroponics could be used as it
manages to address many of the issues given by the potential customers who
were interviewed or surveyed. It allows for much more plants to be grown in a
smaller environment at a faster speed, and as all aspects are monitored and
maintained, it greatly reduces the risk of pests and diseases. However, from the
research, those involved in Grow Your Own feel that Hydroponics is more of a
cheat, and would prefer to get their hands dirty and use soil.

 Address Over-watering Issues
Over and under watering result in the same issues, weak, lifeless plants which
don’t thrive. People who were interviewed were concerned with these issues,
which are further made troublesome by an abundant amount of rain or
sunshine.

 Reusability
Many products currently on the market, especially those that use hydroponic
growing methods, require
the user to purchase new
equipment or growing
media when they wish to
grow their own produce
over and over. This can
cause costs to rise, possibly offsetting the money saving aspect of GYO. The
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questionnaires distributed during the research stage found that people would
prefer to use something that was reusable to grow their own produce.

 Competitive Price
Products of this calibre can usually cost over
€100, with some hydroponic products costing
up to €2000. By creating a product that has a
competitive price, even if price is its only
marketable feature, it makes this product
more appealing to those who wish to grow
their own food, but who do not want to pay
much money to do so.

 Contain environmentally friendly aspects
People who grow their own produce are usually those who are conscious of the
effect that they have on the environment, In fact, the one of the main upsides of
growing one’s own food is that is reduces the food miles associated with
purchasing food in a supermarket, which is a great incentive.

 The Growing Environment
Outside influences on plants can have a negative effect on the quality of the
produce grown. Weather, temperature, air quality, soil quality, pests, disease,
and water, when not kept in check, can have a detrimental effect on produce
and can prevent them from growing properly. These issues will have to be taken
into account in the design stage.
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 Include the user in the process
Those who were
interviewed said
clearly that they
would still prefer to
have some
element of
inclusion in the
Grow Your Own
process. Hydroponic systems are notorious for removing the user from the
process, which is why many people who are interested in GYO steer clear from
it and openly shun hydroponics.

 Pest Problems
Pests were a major issue with those interviewed. They stated that pests were
one of the main issues why they failed when trying to grow their own produce,
mainly slugs. They also did not like to use inorganic methods of pest prevention,
so many methods that were tried to
reduce them failed. But by keeping
the product elevated, some people
found that this reduced the amount of
pests that attacked their plants. Those who had tried container gardens either
did not mention pests at all, or if they did, the main pests were aphids, and not
soil based ones such as slugs.
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 Disease Reduction
As with pest reduction, disease was also a major issue during the research
stage. One person in particular noted that, as she used an allotment to grow her
own produce, if one person’s crop is afflicted with disease, everyone in the
allotment will eventually become diseased.

 Easily Accessible
Due to the issues discovered throughout the research stage, it is apparent that
the product must be easy to access. It must not put unneeded strain on people
when they use it, and everything needed to use the product must be within
reach if possible. This accessibility factor must not hinder the involvement
process either.

From the research stage, there are requirements that have become apparent,
some with more of a priority than others.
It was found during the research stage that the main, original driving forces that
motivated people to grow their own produce are:


To gain a sense of pride



To gain a sense of self sufficiency



To learn new skills



To have a healthier lifestyle



Intrinsic Rewards



Personal Fulfilment
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Emerging Requirements:
Requirement

Information

Space Saving

Product must be able to be used in a confined space

Lightweight

Product must be easily to lift and place on wall

Transportable

Product must be able to be moved

Year
Use

Round Product must be able to grow product year round

Usable
Outside
Indoors

both Product is to be used indoors if desired, in any room of the house
and or other buildings if lighting is adequate

Low
Maintenance

Product must be made of robust materials and be operational for a
min. of four years with minimal maintenance

Hydroponics
Use

Product is to use soilless cultivation methods

Water Issues

Product must address over/under watering issues

Reusability

Product must be able to be used repeatedly

Competitive
Price

Product must be priced competitively to increase its foothold and
selling power in the marketplace

Contain
environmentally
friendly aspects

Product must in some way reduce its impact on the environment

Self-contained
Growing
environment

Product must not need any outdoor specific phenomena to grow
produce, besides light

Include the user Product must not remove the user from the process
in the process
Pest Reduction

Product must reduce the risk of pest infestation

Disease
Reduction

Product must reduce the risk of disease

Easy to Access

Product must be easy to use and access by most people
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Emerging Themes
The following Customer Requirements have become apparent. There are also
some common themes that run throughout the requirements, such as time
factors and space consideration:
Space
Apparent
Issues
&
Over watering
Requirements
Reusability
be easy to access
Stressful
Use Organic Methods
Short Setup Times
Keep a sense of community
Include the person in the
process pests
Reduce
Reduce/prevent
risk
of
diseasean interest in GYO
Create
Keep and maintain interest in
the product
Usable
all year round
Expandable
Not
be
affected
by
temperature
Kept close at hand
Not cause stress on peoples
backs both outdoors and
Usable
indoors
Transportable
Collapsible
Weather Protection
Suitable for confined areas
Easy to use
Automated Watering
Grow produce with a high
success
rate by advice
Accompanied
Low maintain
Have an incentive
Good Returns

☺
☺

Time

☺
☺
☺
☺

Knowledge

Community

Ergonomics

☺
☺
☺

☺

☺
☺
☺

☺
☺
☺

☺

☺
☺
☺
☺

☺
☺
☺
☺

☺

☺
☺

☺
☺
☺

☺
☺

☺

☺
☺

☺

☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

☺
☺
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Design Guide

Primary Market


The product can be used by both males and females.



Retirement Villages



Those:
o with no gardens
o with no access to allotments
o whom the current methods do not suit
o who require assistance when engaging in GYO activities
o with a limited range of movement

Secondary Market


Retirement Homes



Landlords



Student Accommodation



Apartment Residents

Assumptions


Consumer has at least one brick wall in the room in which this product
would be situated



Consumers have a south facing wall



Consumers can drill a maximum of six holes into the wall
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Consumers have a minimum of 20 minutes a week to tend to the product
and 40 minutes at least once a month for maintenance.



Consumers want to grow their own food



Consumers want to feel the sense of pride associated with DIY and
growing produce themselves

Users will be


People who wish to grow their own produce



People with no gardens



People with no access to allotments



People whom the current methods do not suit



People who require assistance when engaging in GYO activities



People with a limited range of movement



Persons of advanced years

Functional Criteria


The user should be able to intuitively operate the product within one
minute without previous instruction.



The product will be able to allow for the cultivation of vegetables
outdoors or indoors (with adequate lighting) with a high (80%) success
rate.



The product shall be designed to be used continuously, with or without
the use of electricity.



The product shall not leak when operational.



The product may have a low centre of gravity to maintain stability.
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The main loading of this product will be water and soil.



This product will allow for the repeated success of growing fruit, herbs
and vegetables.



There will be a tolerance of failure of this product due to lack of
knowledge on how to use it. However, this failure rate will decrease the
more it is used.



The product should educate the user on seasonal growing and methods
to increase cultivation skills.



The product should give the user a sense a sense of pride and
involvement associated with other cultivation methods such as allotment.

Use / Modes of Operation


The product will be able to allow for the cultivation of vegetables
outdoors or indoors with a high success rate.



Some type of mechanism may be used to increase accessibility to the
planting beds



Analogue notification methods



Sensory cues to guide movement



Passive when not in use



The product should educate the user on seasonal growing and methods
to increase cultivation skills.



The product should give the user a sense a sense of pride and
involvement associated with other cultivation methods such as allotment.
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Environmental Conditions


The product is to be used in an environment in which space is at a
premium.



This product will be able to withstand a fall from 1m onto a concrete
surface without loss of performance.



This product will be able to withstand turbulent forces of transportation by
road or sea without loss of performance when used.



This product will be able to withstand a fall from 1m onto a concrete
surface without loss of performance.



This product can operate within normal parameters passively when dirty
or dusty. Care must be observed when operating any mechanisms, and
dirt and dust must be cleaned to operate safely.



Corrosion from fluids:
o In Use: Nutrient build up, H2O (both external and internal),
pesticides, composted plant tea if desired by consumer.
o Storage: H2O (both external and internal)
o Transportation: H2O (both external and internal)
o Display: H2O (both external and internal)

Performance Criteria


I will be using the following list in order to judge good aspects of the
project from bad:
o Its ability to fit into a confined space
o Its ability to be expandable
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o Its ability to be easily maintained
o Its ability to grow produce with a high success rate
o Its ability to be used year round if desired
o Its ability to reduce pests
o Its ability to reduce disease
o Its ability to be reusable
o Its ability to be organic
o Its ability to require little time to set up and use
o Its ability to be stored easily
o Its ability to not put stress on one’s back

Durability and Reliability


Product will be made from polymers with high durability



Recyclable materials will be used where possible



Metals with high corrosion resistance to be used where possible

Adaptability


This product could be primarily used in an indoor, confined area;
however can be adapted to be placed in a sheltered, outdoor area such
as a balcony.

Physical Properties


Assistance for users who use this product:
o How to set up
o How to assemble to wall
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o How much soil is used
o How to know when you have enough soil
o How to know how much compost to used
o How to know where the seeds go
o How to know how deep the seeds are planted
o How the plants are watered
o How to know when it’s time to water
o How much water to use
o How often to water
o How to know when to access a plating bed
o How to know when to harvest
o How to know when to replant if needed
o How to identify plants
o How to remove pests and combat disease


No instructions except perhaps assembly instructions will be needed.



Product will be used to grow produce



Product will have to be light enough to be transported when first
purchased

Size


As one of the main results of the research stage was maximising space
efficiency, size is a very important aspect to be considered. The product
must allow for produce to be grown in a confined space. Also, size will
have to be considered further in relation to the capabilities of the user.
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Weight


When delivered, the product should be lightweight enough to allow for
the largest amount of people to transport it.



When in use, the product will be heavier due to the use of soil.

Product Aesthetics


Product must have the colour green incorporated in some way.



External surfaces of product must be smooth



Unseen parts of product do not have to be as smooth as the external
surfaces.



The product should exhibit quality and strength before the user
purchases it.

Interface Requirements


Product should guide the user through the GYO process



The following interface notifications will also have to be considered:
o How to set up
o How to assemble to wall
o How much soil is used
o How to know when you have enough soil
o How to know how much compost to used
o How to know where the seeds go
o How to know how deep the seeds are planted
o How the plants are watered
o How to know when it’s time to water
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o How much water to use
o How often to water
o How to know when to access a plating bed
o How to know when to harvest
o How to know when to replant if needed
o How to identify plants
o How to remove pests and combat disease

Safety


The product must comply with ISO 15079 for powered lawn, garden, and
horticultural equipment.



The product must instruct the user on how to operate the product and its
limitations.



Documentation referring to warranty and further information will be
available both with the product and online for reference.
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Appendix
Appendix 1.0 - Interviews: Detailed Descriptions

1.1

Date: 12/09/11

Person Interviewed: Paddy Byrne, Retired & James Byrne, schoolchild
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Summary:
Paddy had no time for gardening while he was working, but soon after he
retired, he started. He began growing his own fruit and vegetables because he
became concerned about the overuse of chemicals in store bought produce. He
also wanted to find a constructive use of his time. He set aside a corner of his
garden and got to work. After just under a week of hard labour, his patch had
been created, and he sowed his first seeds. Paddy also explained how he felt
that allotments would be too open, and also that their distance could also cause
issues.
Paddy

explained

how

his

neighbours

come

to

him

to

get some vegetables from him, and because of the volume of things he grows; it
has become a sort of impromptu family business. His wife gets involved too, by
cleaning and drying everything that is grown. However, she is in the process of
having the house redone, and due to the new floors being put in, she has grown
worried that the harvests will destroy her home, due to clay and soil and
dripping water.
There are also other problems associated with this type of gardening,
Paddy explained:


Pests are a menace, which include both insects and birds.



When he goes away on holidays, his garden requires a lot of attending to
when he returns.



It can get very messy, which his wife has grown increasingly annoyed
over.
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James, Paddy’s grandson comes to the house to help out with the
gardening, and he and Paddy also bond over their mutual interest in
fishing. James mentioned to me how he is not allowed to dig up his own back
garden to plant things, because his parents though that it would ruin its look. He
would like a product that he can use in his bedroom, to prove that he can grow
things, so his parents might allow him to create a patch in his own house.
James seemed to be very proud of his grandfather’s garden, as he played an
important role in maintaining its upkeep.
1.2

Date: 17/09/11

Person Interviewed: Leonard Jacques, Garden Centre Owner
Summary:
Leonard grows plants purely to sell them, however his wife grows
vegetables to harvest. Leonard would grow his own vegetables but he does not
have the time to maintain both plants to sell and plants to use. He has noticed
an increased interest in selling vegetable plants, and states that the most
people buy vegetable seeds and plants from the end of April to the end of May.
In fact, he is almost out of stock by this time. Even though his stock sells
relatively quickly, Leonard is still adamant that there is still a very small market
for these types of plants and seeds, roughly 5% of his entire sales per year.
Also, prices haven’t changed for vegetable seeds and plants in over two
decades. He says that this is due to the seasonal nature of vegetables growing,
but added that a product that could take seasons out of the equation would be
very useful and beneficial. The people who are interested in growing their own
fruit and vegetables are quite varied, Leonard mentioned, with no apparent
group of people standing out.
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Leonard also does not use any methods other than traditional ones to
grow his plants. He has enough land and expertise in this area to use these
methods effectively and efficiently.

1.3

Date: 25/09/11

Person Interviewed: Louise Kiernan, Lecturer
Summary:
Louise and her husband currently have a half acre of garden space, if not
more. So far they have planted eleven apple trees, pear trees, and grown
berries – raspberries, black currents, red currants, blue berries – and regular
trees and shrubs. They occasionally grow herbs in pots out the back too.
When it comes to vegetable patches, they did try one about a year ago, but they
think it didn’t work out because it was too far away from the kitchen. It was in
the front of the garden where the rest of the planting was taking place. They
also felt that it might not have had enough sunlight. Also, they went away for a
holiday and when they returned, the weeds had taken over. She thinks it
needed more attention than they gave it. Pests were a major issue, slugs in
particular, and wind and rain.
Louise also mentioned that lack of time, other commitments and lack of
knowhow have stopped them from getting it right. Space isn’t the problem. Also
there may have been soil issues, as their approach to creating the plot was to
just find a spot, turn the soil and plant seeds. But the roots from the grass and
weeds seem to take over. For example, she bought her husband a poly tunnel
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and it’s still sitting there because they didn’t have time to set it up. They were
given plants by people who have poly tunnels but they died. People with poly
tunnels appear to have much better vegetable harvests. There are huge
benefits compared to a regular patch. But still, seasons affect the harvest
greatly.
She would love to grow her own vegetables. She thinks self-sufficiency is
excellent, and they have that with everything else other than vegetables. It
needs daily attention and they don’t have the time at the moment. Her
husband’s brother has a greenhouse. He has grown some fantastic plants, and
has roped her into watering them when they go on holiday.
Louise wants to a crop of veg out the back. She wants to get involved,
but the time issues crop up once again. Knowing when things are ready to be
harvested would be good to know, as well as remembering where everything is
planted too. She feels that there is a great sense of achievement in nurturing
these plants, seeing the produce, eating your own and using them in recipes.
Her main reasons for wanting to grow her own vegetables is so that she will
know where they are coming from and know that they’re self and healthy,
whereas in the supermarket she is hoping that they’re not starting to rot, or filled
with harmful chemicals She is also concerned about the fertilisers used, Genetic
modifications, and the carbon footprint of supermarket produce.
They look at their neighbour with envy because they now have two
vegetable patches – the newest one has raised beds that they built themselves.
They feel that if one is handy and good at making things, one would be more
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successful. Their neighbours had the tools, knowhow and access to the correct
materials.
If she could control the grass, weeds, and slugs, it would be a great start.
Even the idea of making a raised bed appealed to her. She said that is there
was an all in one kit which contained the walls, the tools, brackets etc. that
would make it much easier. However, if it’s going to cost a lot to get going,
maybe it’s outweighing some of the benefit producing your own crops. It might
take a long time before it pays off.
Another downside, she mentioned, is that she has a lot of produce that
needs to be harvested together, so you’re giving it away to people. Her brother
says that she won’t save money growing her own crops. However she has
created a bartering system with her neighbours; she gives the apples and other
fruit and receives eggs and vegetables.
1.4

Date: 18/09/11

Person Interviewed: Mary Walsh, Allotmenteer
Summary:
Mary lives in New Ross, and has been a member of the allotment close to her
home since it was created. She loves gardening, but does not have the space
to grow her own fruit and vegetables at her home, because her garden is small,
and is already full of flowers, and other items like wheelie bins. According to
her, this allotment is based loosely on one in Gorey. She grows both fruit –
strawberries, rhubarb, blackcurrants and raspberries – and vegetables - lettuce,
parsnips, celery, kohl rabi, potatoes, onions and garlic – and they are coming
along nicely. However, a nearby plot’s potatoes had become afflicted with
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blight, and she was told that it was almost a certainty that her potatoes will
become infected. When being interviewed, she was also spraying her potatoes.
People bring their kids to the allotment very often, and they all get involved with
planting and care. She visits at least 4 times a week, but this was more frequent
during the first few weeks. She spends on average one hour per visit tending to
her plot. This allotment was her first time growing foodstuffs.
The membership fee for this particular allotment is €75 per year for people who
are working, and €50 per year for those who aren’t. This money mainly goes
towards electricity for the outdoor lighting. The allotment itself is frequently
visited and maintained by two expert horticulturists, hired through an agency for
this job. These gardeners do not impose their will on people, but will gladly help
those who ask for advice or help. The allotment provides fertilizer, stones/rocks
and other things free of charge for people who require them. Other upsides to
this allotment include the relaxed atmosphere, meeting new people, and the fact
that one can grow whatever one likes, within reason. In terms of territory and
property,

the

current

allotment’s

land

was

donated

by

the

nearby Magdalene laundry as compensation to the community. The land which
will be used to house poly tunnels will be donated by the nearby Mercy school,
on the condition that the transition year students can use four of the plots. It was
nice to see that land which would have otherwise gone to waste is being used
for some good.
Mary also mentioned how there will be a social centre build on the site which
now houses the topsoil. This will include an area for the consumption of
beverages such as tea, and will also include a bowling green as this has
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become a collective interest between the older persons who use the allotment.
However, she also advised that one has to be interested an enthusiastic about
gardening to do this kind of thing. People had arrived the first day, sowed some
seeds, left, and haven’t returned since. There is always work to be done on the
allotment. She always finds something to do when she visits, and it can become
time consuming.
Mary does not sell her produce. Even though she is inundated with lettuce, she
feels that selling them would turn her hobby into work. Instead, she trades what
she grows for produce that others grow. This way, there is no quota that needs
to be reached, and everyone can trade what they don’t need for things that they
want.
There has been a minor issue with vandalism in this allotment, with local youths
climbing over the walls into the area, and breaking windows in the toilets.
In terms of interest with the whole area of GYO, Mary has noticed a major
resurgence of interest since recession times. People who have lost jobs, or who
are looking to save money have begun to flock to allotments to grow their own
food, whether to pass the time, to be entertained, to meet others, or to just get
out of the house.
After speaking with Mary and looking around, it was clear that this allotment
was very well planned. The facilities on site as well as the two gardeners
employed there really add to the experience. When asked about methods of
growing such as hydroponics, Mary said that she would be very interested in
trying it out. It was brought up in a meeting to include some hydroponic systems
in the new poly tunnels. Growing crops without the use of soil, with no pest
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problems and with little chance of disease appealed to her very much. She also
added that if someone was truly interested in growing their own plants, they
would definitely be interested in all gardening methods, not just traditional.
1.5

Date: 26/09/11

Person Interviewed: Muireann McMahon

Muireann has a small enclosed yard. It is being used for storage, sitting
out and drying clothes. She had tried growing a container garden, and peppers
and herbs such as lavender, but it never worked as the yard was not the ideal
temperature. She really wants to be able to grow her own herbs, at least. Her
mother is a very good gardener who grows herbs and flowers very well.
However she doesn’t grow vegetables because she wouldn’t be there when
harvest time comes.

On weekends and during the summer she is away from home, so she
would not be able to maintain it. If she had a way of knowing what to do and
when to do it when it comes to gardening, this would give her the motivation
and expertise she needs to make it work.

She lives far from allotments, but would like to get involved if they were
closer. But she goes away a lot so doesn’t have time to spend on allotments.
She also said that if it’s too far away, it defeats the purpose of going an
allotment. She would want to be able to drop in because she wants to, not
because she had a plan.

She would be willing to explore the areas of hydroponics et al, but it all
comes down to space issues. She has unused space outside the front of the
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house. The neighbours grow stuff in their window boxes. There are no issues of
vandalism where she lives so the front of the house is a relatively safe place to
grow things.

She has heard of current products like Mini greenhouses, tiered planting,
and ceiling planters, but space issues are the main concern. She also received
an all in one herb planting kit, but hasn’t had the time to deploy it. With regards
to aesthetics, she would rather have a muddy planting plot rather than an empty
one.

Muireann is part of the environmental committee and has gotten involved
in the foundation building garden project. Her main concerns are space issues,
a lack of knowledge, and fear of not knowing what to do and when to do it
(feeding, weeding etc.). She does not have time to read gardening books. She
has friends who started and got really into it. She feels that kitchen gardening is
very worthwhile in that the more time you put in, the more you get out of it.
There is a good payback which a really good incentive. When you do something
and there’s no payback, it becomes more difficult to keep it up.
1.6 Date: 22/09/11
Person Interviewed: Helen Hassenfuss

Summary:

Helen first started getting involved in gardening in Primary school. She
mainly grew flowering plants and cacti. Both she and her sister got the cacti but
her sister didn’t take to it, so Helen ended up taking care of them both. They
were a bit more difficult to take care of than the flowering plants because they
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required specific soil and specific watering times. But after all these years, they
are still with her.
Five years ago she got a strawberry plant from a grower in Newcastle
West. This was her first attempt at growing a kitchen garden plant. She grew
them outdoors. She kept getting offshoots, and not fruit, so it became a process
of expansion and replanting. In the end she has ended up with a container
garden with three square boxes and one round box or strawberry plants. Helen
also has two cats and one dog, but they caused no problem to the strawberries.
Helen has a garden, but space is not an issue outdoors. Her dad is trying
to start a poly tunnel but is running into difficulties. With regards to her flowing
plants, Helen has a major problem with pests. They got in through the drainage
holes of the flower pots and ate the roots of the plants, causing them to become
ill. Slug repellent required a lot of work that she felt wasn’t worth it in the end.
While trying to remedy this problem, she exhausted the methods of pest control.
Apart from the mainstream methods, her mother put beer in an ice cream tub to
lure the slugs away from the plants. It worked for a time, but this required
planning in advance, which eventually became too much. Helen said that she
would have liked to know how to take care of her strawberries; with access to
knowledge centred on strawberries, and not having to not sift through a lot of
information to get to the strawberry section.
Helen’s mother grew tomato plants indoors, in pots. They needed a fairly
warm environment, so she kept them inside, located in the sitting room near the
window because they needed a lot of light. They grew very slowly, and they
didn’t bear fruit for a very long time. They ended up taking over the whole
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window, which was about two meters high. They grew up over the window and
it completely covered it. They didn’t have pest problems with it at first, but the
plant gave off a very potent smell. When the pest problem started, it was mainly
lice problems, so they had to introduce different insects to take care of them,
and this lead to more issues along the way.
They only tried growing the tomatoes this way once because it was very
high maintenance. Her mother had to cut them to encourage fruit growth, and
the watering and maintenance was so taxing that it required the whole family to
do correctly.
Helen’s main issues with growing plants were time constraints and
lacking knowledge of when to cut, what to cut, what would encourage shoot
growth, and what would encourage fruit growth. Because of this, she suggested
that along with the physical product, there could be a software side to it, like
having some kind of calendar that says when to, for example, undertake repotting or when trimming is needed etc.
Because of all of the negative experiences she has had with gardening,
she has grown indifferent to it. She still has plants, but she does not take care of
them as much as she used it. The plants are green, but have no fruit. When she
passes by, she occasionally waters them if they are dry. But now, her family has
a mini greenhouse. However she’s definitely interested in growing things again.
When she was working over the summer, the family that she lived with had a
greenhouse, and grew cucumbers, tomatoes, and lettuce. They didn’t have a lot
of space to do it either. At lunch times they’d bring in their own vegetables.
Helen would consider growing produce again, but for what she has planned for
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her future, it would need to be easy to take care of, and wouldn’t try to grow
some high maintenance plants.
Helen has no knowledge of modern methods such as hydroponics
systems. Her knowledge is of traditional methods only.
1.7

Date: 24/11/11

Person Interviewed: Helen Keown
Summary:
Currently waiting on e-mail reply with answers
1.8

Date: 30/09/11

Person Interviewed: Laura Cantero

Laura is very interested in gardening. She has a medium sized garden in
the city. Because she lives in rented accommodation, she had to a lot of the
garden work herself from scratch. Due to the condition of the garden when she
first began living there, she felt she needed to work the soil more and give it
more nutrients; she feels the same way currently. So far she has planted
flowering plants, but very few edible plants. Plants such as strawberry bushes,
Rosemary, Mint and Cherry trees are the current edible produce in her garden.
However, she has a major issue with birds eating what is grown on the berry
plants, so she cannot eat them.

Laura has two daughters who also love playing in the garden, and
planting things too. They once planted avocado seeds but unfortunately, due to
the climate, they failed to grow healthily. She also planted mandarin seeds, and
they are coming along nicely. They are currently in a large pot. The highest one
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is currently 10cm high. They are planted in two lines. In the beginning she
planted them indoors, in 3 pots, one for her and both of her daughters. When
they got bigger, they had to be transferred to bigger pots, and as it was the
summer, they were put in the garden. But unfortunately, they were eaten by
pests, slugs in particular. But now that they are raised up, they are more
successful. They are growing much slower than if they were in Spain. Laura
also informed me that most citrus fruits are picked in winter time. She would like
to learn more about soil and how that affects plants and which soil is best for
which type of plants.

They grow plants indoors too, such as basil. They have the window taken
up with plant pots, but she feels it would be nice to have a specific area to
devote to plants. She also mentioned that if she was to grow produce in her
house, she would prefer if it were close to or be situated in the kitchen; herbs in
particular. Laura tried planting vegetables in her garden in Spain, but once
again, the soil wasn’t suitable, so her efforts were fruitless (pun definitely
intended). Everything seemed to grow for her in Spain, but just very small.

She would be very interested in growing her own food, and eventually
she would like to keep chickens for eggs. In terms of motivation for growing;
self-sufficiency and organic cultivation methods stand out to her. She would like
to know what she is eating, where it comes from, and growing her own produce
would reduce the impact that she would have on the environment.

Laura also spoke about genetically modified seeds, and how they are designed
to grow, but not give off other seeds. For example, if you plant corn, and harvest
it, sometimes the corn won’t germinate due to the genetic modifications. In
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order to keep growing them, one needs organic seeds, but also due to nutrient
depletion, the place in which they are grown should be left fallow for certain
periods of time also. It is difficult to source organic seeds around the world, but
Ireland is one of the few places in which organic seeds are not very difficult to
obtain.

Laura seemed very educated on produce and genetic modification, and
we spoke in detail for a while about how crops were modified to be hardier. For
example, Laura mentioned that tomatoes were combined with the cells of
scorpions to keep it strong against insect attacks. Some companies genetically
modify their seeds so that the market will stay fresh; allowing them to sell more
when sowing time arrives.

In her hometown, there is a very good sense of community, as many live
on farms. This is a place festivals and group meals are organised which bring
people together. It is a tradition. Laura grew up in this environment, and knows
the best methods of planting certain crops and how to choose the best plants to
use to sow with. But for her, it is nice to take a step back from modern living, to
the old ages, in which you go to the garden and spend time there, because
society doesn’t make it easy. But if you really want to do it, you can find a way.

Laura has no experience in other cultivation methods such as
hydroponics, but was very enthusiastic about using it if it was made available to
her.

The garden is definitely a family environment for her. When the weather
is nice, Laura and her daughters go to the garden, and maintain the plants and,
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if it is winter, they prepare the plants for when the weather picks up. For
example, with their roses, they remove the wilted parts of the stems, and put
wax on them to give them a better chance to grow. Laura believes that she has
green fingers because most of what she plants grows very well. One very
interesting piece of information is that technology can be used now to help us
learn more about plants; how they defend themselves and their response to
external stimuli.
1.9

Date: 24/11/11

1. How long have you been growing your own produce?
I was reared in a large family where my parents grew their own vegetables, had
fruit bushes and reared our own meat – to a large extent we were self-sufficient.
After Neil and I married and started planning a family, acquiring an allotment
(growing only organic produce) was paramount to us. This is now year three of
the allotment.

2. What do you feel you get from it?
There are the obvious advantages of enjoying a wide variety of seasonal
vegetables that are loaded with nutrients. There is also the physical and mental
rewards – great exercise and a very natural stress buster! The social aspect of
the allotment has also been very good – being relatively new to the area
(Nenagh), a sense of community was important to us.

3. What do you enjoy most about Grow Your Own?
The sheer variety of the produce we grow makes meal times even more
enjoyable. There has also been significant savings in our weekly grocery bill
and a very high feel good factor. I am also very confident that my daughter and
baby number two are getting the best food possible.
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4. Have you used any other methods besides soil growing, such as hydroponics
or aeroponics?
No. Only soil.

5. Even if you have or haven't do you know about these methods and how do
you feel about them?
I have some knowledge on both methods but I prefer the more old fashioned
methods of growing.

6. Have you come across any issues with regards to GYO, such as pests,
space issues, disease etc.?
Of course! Potato blight and green fly are part of the course. Thankfully there
are more organic ways to deal with these along with some tricks I picked up
from my parents and fellow growers – companion growing, herb and flowers
that deter pests/insects. Space isn’t something I would ever consider an issue.
It is very surprising to see just how much you can grow from even the smallest
areas.

7. What do you feel do you need in order to get the most out of GYO - tools,
expertise, space etc.?
The right attitude is key - a willingness to learn, the desire to give-it-a-go. One
good book for reference, the basic tools and a community of fellow growers to
advise and bounce ideas from.

8. If you think you could add anything that you feel would help me with my
product, I would love to hear it!
I think you have it well covered; good questions!
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Appendix 2.0 – Images

Appendix 2.1 - Dunmore Farmers' Market, Dunmore East, Waterford

Appendix 2.2 - Easter Island Garden Centre, Co. Waterford
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Appendix 2.3 - New Ross Allotment, New Ross, Co. Wexford

Appendix 2.4 - Interview and Site Visit with Paddy Byrne and James Byrne
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Appendix 2.5 – Site Visit to Ballybeg Allotment, Ballybeg, Waterford

Appendix 2.6 – Site Visit to Morris’s DIY, Cork Rd., Waterford City
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Appendix 2.7 – Site Visit to Woodie’s DIY & Garden Centre, Cork Rd. Waterford City

Appendix 2.8 – Site Visit to McGuire’s Garden Centre, Co. Waterford
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Appendix 3.0 – Second Survey
Name:

_______________________

Age:
Gender:

_______________________
_______________________

SA = Strongly Agree

A = Agree

N = Neutral

D = Disagree

SD = Strongly Disagree

1

I find it difficult to maintain a garden when away for a week or more

SA

A

N

D SD

2

I find gardening to be stressful

SA

A

N

D SD

3

I find that gardening can cause some lower back distress

SA

A

N

D SD

4

I find it easy to grow produce organically

SA

A

N

D SD

5

When starting to garden, I find it difficult to source the correct tools

SA

A

N

D SD

6

I would primarily grow fruit/veg/herbs to use myself

SA

A

N

D SD

7

I would primarily grow fruit/veg/herbs to sell for money

SA

A

N

D SD

8

I would primarily grow fruit/veg/herbs to trade for other goods

SA

A

N

D SD

9

I would grow fruit/veg/herbs indoors if given the proper tools

SA

A

N

D SD

10.

What kind of outdoor space do you have?

None
Balcony
Small Yard
Small Garden
Big garden (quarter acre)
Big garden (half acre or more)
11.

Have you hired a landscaper or gardener before?

Yes
No
12.

Have you ever used an allotment to grow your own produce?

Yes
No
13.

How much time would you be willing to give to gardening?

10 or more hours per week
6 to 9 hours per week
2 to 6 hours per week
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Less than 2 hours per week
14.

How much time would you be willing to give to sowing seeds and setting plants?

10 or more hours per week
6 to 9 hours per week
2 to 6 hours per week
Less than 2 hours per week
15.

Do you find it difficult maintaining a garden while you are away?

Yes
No
16.

Do you find assembly of Garden Products to be problematic?

Yes
No
17.

Do you find setup of Garden Products to be problematic?

Yes
No
18.

If setup was done for you, would this be an incentive for buying a product?

Yes
No
19.

Who would look after your garden while you are away from home?

Neighbour
Family
Friends
No one
20.

Where do you buy gardening equipment?

Garden Centre
DIY Store
Borrow from neighbours/family/friends
Other (Please Specify): _____________________________________________________
21.

Where would you buy seeds and plants?

Garden Centre
DIY Store
Nursery
Cuttings from other’s plants
I don’t
Other (Please Specify): _____________________________________________________
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Appendix 3.1 – Prioritising Survey
Name: ____________________________
Age: _____________________________
Gender: ___________________________

With regards to the Kitchen Garden Product:
How would you feel if it was suitable for confined areas?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was not suitable for confined areas?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was difficult to understand and operate?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was not difficult to understand and operate?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was automated?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was not automated?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it grew produce with a high success rate?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it did not grow produce with a high success rate?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if there was advice given on how to grow individual plants?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if there was not was advice given on how to grow individual plants?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was easy to maintain?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was not easy to maintain?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was protected from the weather?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was not protected from the weather?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it had an incentive or good returns?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it did not have an incentive or good returns?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it addressed issues such as over watering?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it did not address issues such as over watering?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it looked modern?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it did not look modern?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was reusable?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was not reusable?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
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How would you feel if it was easy to gain access to?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was not easy to gain access to?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it reduced the stress associated with gardening?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it did not reduce the stress associated with gardening?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was easy to set up or assemble?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was not easy to set up or assemble?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it kept a sense of community, like allotments?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it did not keep a sense of community, like allotments?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it reduced pest problems?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it did not reduce pest problems?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it reduced disease?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was did not reduce disease?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it maintained an interest in Kitchen Gardening?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it did not maintain an interest in Kitchen Gardening?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was usable all year round, regardless of seasons?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was for seasonal use only?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was expandable?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was not expandable?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it caused stress on one’s lower back?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it did not cause stress on one’s lower back?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was transportable?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was not transportable?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was collapsible for storage purposes?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
How would you feel if it was not collapsible for storage purposes?
I like it b. I expect it c. I am neutral d. I can tolerate it e. I dislike it
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Appendix 4.0 – E-mail Correspondence with Tim Phelan
From: Phelan, Tim
Date: Tue, Oct 11, 2011 at 9:57 AM
Subject:
To: White, Eoin
Here are the questions you asked me to give you to be forwarded on:
Name: Tim Phelan
Age: 55 years young
Experience with growing fruit/veg/herbs: currently working a plot of land (with
two friends) 16 metres by 48 metres, this is the end of my first year
Methods Used both now and in the past: ground ploughed and rotovated in
spring, weeds dug out, potatoes set in drills, veg set in enclosed areas
(encased areas)
How you go about the whole process: planning is a must, certain veg like
cabbage are set at different times (say a half dozen every two/four weeks) so as
to have a continuous supply of fresh veg. Potatoes are set as follows; in March
early potatoes are set for June/July and the main crop is also set in March for
September/October
Issues Encountered along the way: Problems with slugs and caterpillars.
Amount of space you garden with: 16 metres by 48 metres
Amount of time set aside for gardening: Initially in March and April there is no
time limit when preparing ground and sowing, however 2 hours for two to three
nights after that is suffice.
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Conflicts with other scheduled events: The only conflict I had was on designated
nights it would rain
Diseases or experiences with Pests: Carrots were attacked by insects around
the end of September. Also cabbages attacked by snails and caterpillars.
Have you grown plants indoors? No.
Recommendations to anyone who would want to start growing: Get to know
people who have years of experience and also fellow beginners who will be
able to point out the mistakes that they made.
Knowledge of other growing methods, other than traditional methods: none
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